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Abstract: Solenoid valves, for the given application, are usually of the diaphragm type. A design of a

solenoid valve was performed to obtain a new valve, based on the idea that valves' sealability could be

achieved irrespective of actuation force. This idea can be further utilized in the design of valve seals for

many other applications. This study concentrated on obtaining a simple design that will eliminate

complication in manufacturing. This objective was achieved by introducing a design which incorporates

a floating disk rather than the diaphragm which is considered complicated in material selection and

manufacturing. The idea of operation of the modified design is published else where [1]. The manufacture

of two prototypes has verified the new idea of operation. This paper introduces the detailed design of the

valve for a selected size, of ½ inch, together with the materials of construction. Dimensions of the valve

body are subject to further modification according to future work carried on to optimize the flow

characteristics of the valve.
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INTRODUCTION

Engineering applications exploit many types of

valves having a very wide variety in all aspects that

could be related to the product. For example shape,

geometry, material of construction, method of operation

as well as fitting and assembly to pipe lines could be

some of these aspects. Whereas, all valves are required

to achieve a certain function which is to prevent flow

when closed, similar valves compete together in the so

called coefficient of discharge which implies the

resistance to the flow imposed by the valve at various

flow conditions, different functions and capabilities

may be required by a valve rather than another

according to application. However there are several

criteria which govern the design of valves. According

to these criteria valves differ in shapes, materials,

geometries, etc to accommodate to the required

application. For example, an internal combustion engine

valve that governs the flow to and from an engine

cylinder and a ball valve that may exist in household

applications, they are totally different in all aspects

mentioned above. However both of them are subjected

to the same design criteria, due to the differences in

application, shape, material and all design parameters

are obtained to fulfill certain requirements for every

individual case. In general these criteria can be outlined

in the following points:-

1. Sealability.

2. Method  of  closure.

3. Design of closing element /port (shape).

4. Actuation method.

5. Actuation dynamic characteristics.

6. Flow characteristics.

7. Pressure.

8. Flow optimization; valve body.

9. Material of parts comprising the valve.

In this paper, the detailed design of a modified

solenoid valve without diaphragm will be shown. The

solenoid valve in the given category normally uses a

diaphragm as the sealing part. The change of the idea

explained else where , represents an innovation in the[1]

operation principle of these valves. This paper will

concentrate on the design parameters of several parts

and how they are affected by the operating conditions.

As an example the detailed design of a ½” size

solenoid valve is presented.

Solenoid valves: In general a solenoid valve is a valve

where the actuation takes place by passing an electric

current through a circular coil concentric with a

cylindrical iron core, or plunger, Fig. (1). The iron core

represents the valve stem which carries the closing

element. Due to passing the electric current in the coil,

a magnetic field is formed and a force is developed

that acts on the valve stem in its axial direction, thus

moving it to cause closing or opening of the valve.

Solenoid valves are either, normally open where the

valve closes on electric current application, or normally

closed and opens when the current is passing through

the coil. A high speed solenoid valve, of 1ms

switching time, is investigated . It was developed to[8 ,9]
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Fig. 1: General view showing the main components of solenoid valve.

control a diesel engine electronically. Even with normal

ranges of engines' speeds and in case of four cylinder

four stroke cycle engines the physical time (crank

angle) available to inject the fuel becomes very limited.

Thus to perform this at the right instant requires very

high precision in the valve's time response. This

involves investigation on several particulars that affect

the design such as the dimensions of the solenoid and

number of turns of coil effects on switching time. The

solenoid is manufactured according to the results of the

investigation taking into account what they call

"various restrictions inherent in solenoid valves

operation". The present study was carried out to focus

on determining the sealing ability required for valves

used in industrial water and waste water treatment

plants and compact units. The proposed valve is a

normally closed valve of 1/2” size. The principle of

operation of the proposed design was given else

where . It represents a new idea in designing solenoid[1]

valves, of the considered category. 

Valve Components Design and M anufacture: The

components of the solenoid valve proposed are outlined

in this section. It will be shown how each component

is designed, for those discussed here, to share in

simplifying the manufacturing of the valve. The valve

components are:

1. Valve body

2. Valve cover

3. Coil

4. Valve stem (plunger)

5. Sealing element

6. Spring

7. Body-cover Seal (gasket)

8. Screws

9. Snap ring

1: The valve body, Fig. (2), is the main part of the

valve. It represents the valve size, according to the

NPT standard (Nominal Pipe Thread), holes appropriate

to the pipe size are cut through it. Also its design has

to be smart as possible to achieve two main objectives.

The first is that the interior of the valve body together

with the cover represent the boundaries through which

the fluid flows thus determine the efficiency of the

valve described by the flow coefficient which describes

its performance. This requires the interior shape to

follow a certain pattern that can be obtained from an

analysis to optimize the flow through the valve. Such

pattern is not expected to be of regular geometry that

can be manufactured by straight drilling, turning, or

milling operations through a block of metal. The

expected shape is rather complex and will require

either casting or forging to be manufactured. However

machining operations may still be necessary for the

finishing stage. Both forging and casting operations

require dies and/or moulds that are relatively expensive

and would be economic in mass production operations

only. According to the quantity choice can be made

between casting and forging. Thus this could not be

obtained for a single prototype valve. The second main
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Fig. 2: Valve body

objective affected by the design of the shape of the

valve body is its weight. Because the valve body is the

heaviest part of the valve, its design can be the most

effective in competing with other valves of the same

size and material. The design was achieved through

determination of the required hole, diameter. According

to the standards , for 1/2 inch size the valve has a[18]

female threaded connection. As it will be connected in

line with the pipe, two circular holes having the same

center line are cut into the valve body. The required

length (each side) for pipe fitting  in addition to the[18]

circular hole in the middle of the valve with the

annular space allowed for the valve seat thus impose

the overall length of the valve body. The diameter of

the fitting holes and the minimum metal around it and

the thickness needed to fast the cover with the body

determine the height of the body, while the width is

determined by the diameter of the fitting holes and the

diameter of the circle normal to the stem of the valve

in addition to the fastening circle diameter allowing

also for the O-ring seal between the valve body and

cover to be assembled. The thickness of the metal all

over the profile of the valve body is minimized to as

imposed by manufacturing process limitations.

2: The valve cover, Fig. (3), which is considered one

part in terms of assembly, is in fact three parts in

terms of manufacture. The design is that simple, that

there is no requirement to choose between alternatives

to determine any variables. These three parts are

namely: a circular disk, a hollow deep drawn cup and

a metallic block, the stopper. The diameter of the disk

is already determined by the fastening circle diameter

where the fasteners fast the valve body to the cover.

The material, usually the same as that of the valve

body or according to any limitations required to

accommodate the fluid passing through the valve. The

same applies for the cup in addition to manufacturing

process requirements, welding for example, which will

be performed to make it one piece together with disk.

The cup dimensions are dictated by the dimensions of

the coil, which is used to raise the iron core. The

hollow cup outside diameter is the inside diameter of

the coil, the height is also obtained to agree with the

height of the coil. The inside diameter is just to clear

the iron core (the valve stem) to move freely inside it.

The stopper is a metallic block made of iron, the same

material – will be explained in the following item - of

the  valve  stem  as  it  is part of the magnetic circuit.
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Fig. 3: Valve cover

It is not more than 1 cm high and it is fitted inside the

hollow cup with interference fit. 

3: The coil is the main part by which the valve

becomes a solenoid valve. The coil and the iron core

acting as the valve stem are the solenoid. The analysis

leading to the coil dimensions need to be discussed in

details as a separate subject of other work but the

results only are demonstrated here. The coil wire is

copper with varnish class F, 0.2 mm diameter about

600m length when rolled gives the obtained

dimensions. The dimensions impose the length of the

hollow cup of the valve cover and its outside and

inside diameters. This also leads to the length and

diameter of the valve stem. The magnitude of the force

developed is required to be able to raise the plunger

against its weight, about 40 gm and the spring force.

Based on the idea  that the valve achieves sealability[1]

irrespective of the actuation force, as the fluid pressure

acts to close the valve. A force in the order of 5 N

developed by the magnetic field was enough to raise

the plunger to open the valve. 

4: Valve stem, (plunger), Fig. (4), is also the iron core

of the solenoid. The most important design criterion is

its  material. The material should be chosen to be high

Fig. 4: Valve Stem, Plunger

silicon iron, which has good magnetic properties, the

available material in the market near to the ASTM list

for such materials grade is a guide to the right choice.

Its dimensions, thus implies its weight, which should

be enough as required by the magnetic field inertial

effects. It incorporates a kind of undercut to fit a small

piece of rubber needed to seal the pilot hole on the

sealing element. It also contains a small cylindrical

hole where the spring is fitted and is normally

protruding out of the valve stem and having an initial

compression when assembled against the metallic block

in the valve cover.

5: The sealing element is mainly a thin circular disk

holding a rubber seal which is kept closing the main

outlet of the valve by the weight of the valve stem

which is closing a pilot hole in the middle of the

sealing element. The disk thickness or rim is such that

when it moves upward to allow the fluid to flow it is

guided by the valve body so that it will return in place

when the valve stem starts to push it down upon losing

magnetization.

6: The spring is needed only to help the iron core to

go back in its place against sticking actions and quick

demagnetization. A force of about 0.5 N is enough to

push the plunger back and can be overcome by the

magnetic force generated to raise the plunger to open

the valve. It should have enough length to allow the

stroke of the iron core (plunger) under the force of the

magnetic field. It should be noted that the initial spring
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force is not opposed by the fluid pressure as the latter

acts to close the valve rather than opening it. The

overall dimensions of a proposed spring is shown in

Fig. 4. 

7: Body-cover Seal  is  an  O-ring  standard purchased

part.

8: Four screws, M4 are required to fast the valve cover

to the body. They are standard can be purchased.

9: The snap ring is also purchased where its diameter

is known from the outside diameter of the cup of the

valve cover.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This paper has shown the detailed design of the

modified solenoid valve whose assembly is shown in

Fig. 5, which eliminates the use of the diaphragm, for

a selected size, of ½ inch, together with the materials

of construction for its components. However a

manufacture process in the sector of valves cannot

depend on a single size. Although solenoid valves are

used only in the range of sizes up to 3" inches , still[1]

this constitutes a wide range of sizes. Many

combinations can be obtained when variety of

applications together with necessary change in materials

are taken into consideration. An extensive market

research and economical study need to be made in

order  to  obtain  the  product  mix to start production.

Such  study  can  determine  whether  from  the  very

beginning the production should cover all sizes and

varieties or it can start with a certain profile in several

series  to  be  filled  progressively.  It  may   also  be

concluded that few sizes are enough to start with, as it

also could be proposed that the new design is

introduced as a modification on valves that are

currently produced. Nevertheless at this stage the

production method for each component of the valve has

been determined. This can easily lead to the steps of

the manufacturing process with all its variants for each

part. The valve body, for example, if either casting or

forging, according to the production quantity were

chosen, all other details will be imposed as implied by

the manufacturing choice. For a brass valve body for

water applications, if casting was the choice, it can

easily be concluded that a model is first needed,

differences in dimensions due to cooling after

solidification should be accounted for, risers, feeders

has to be designed and added to the model. The impact

of the manufacturing process on the part geometry is

also obtained such as radii of fillets and corners as

well as finishing processes with different grades to

allow surface finish requirements for several locations

of the part. Thus determining, similarly, for each part,

the details of the manufacturing steps, an estimate for

the production cost is obtained . If the production[19]

cost  can  be considered competitive compared to

similar  products  on the market a decision to bring

this valve to reality can be made. It can be concluded

that the design of the modified solenoid valve without

Fig. 5: Sectional Elevation of valve assembly for Figs. 2-5 dimensions in mm.
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diaphragm has been performed. The design process has

reached a well developed stage. The details of the parts

of  the  valve,  geometry  and material of construction,

was shown. The manufacturing process to produce each

component is described. Both design and manufacturing

processes are simple and does not show any

complication. Future work, of marketing research and

economic feasibility study is required which would lead

to a very fruitful investment in the sector of valves

industry.
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